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ABSTRACT

A unique process for texturing InP (100) wafers by anisotropic etching has been developed.
The process produces irregular V-grooves on the surface, which reduce the surface reflectivity.
The process does not require photolithography or masking. The etching characteristics depend
on doping, with etching tending to proceed more rapidly on the more heavily doped samples.
Reduced reflectivity surfaces formed using this process can be applied to solar cells,
photodetectors, and other optoelectronic devices.

INTRODUCTION

InP solar cells are highly radiation resistant and thus are a promising candidate for use in
space. Solar cells based on InP may also be candidates for use in solar concentration systems
for providing terrestrial electrical power. Indium phosphide is also used as a base material for
optoelectronic devices including optical detectors, which are used for a wide variety of
applications such as optical fiber communications.

Reduction of the surface reflection can increase the light absorption, and hence improve the
efficiency, of solar cells, detectors, and optoelectronic devices. One way to decrease reflection
is to form a "textured" surface, in which pyramids or grooves are formed on the surface so that
light reflected from the surface makes a second pass for absorption. The process of anisotropic
etching, where the etching rate varies strongly with the crystalline plane, can be used to form
such surface structures. This process has been successfully used to decrease reflectance using
pyramid-textured surfaces in silicon [1] and grooved surfaces in GaAs [2] solar cells.

ANISOTROPIC ETCHING

Texture etching techniques have been little used on indium phosphide solar cells to date,
principally because anisotropic etching of III-V compounds is more complicated than on
silicon. Since anisotropic etches distinguish between crystalline planes, surface texturing by
anisotropic etching tends to produce pyramids in silicon [1], where the (111) and (I IT) planes
are identical, but tends to produce groove in compound semiconductors, where the (111) and
(I IT) planes are chemically different [3].

InP is a difficult material for anisotropic etching because the etching behavior is dependent
on the doping type (p or n) and the dopant concentration. For anisotropic etching of InP we
used the "Lewis" etchant, shown in Table 1. Each component is precooled to -20°C prior to
mixing and carefully maintained at -20°C during the required etching time to achieve the desired



geometry. This time varies with the chosen geometry and the substrate doping concentration.
In earlier work [4-6], we masked the surface with photoresist stripes to define the axes of the
grooves. For doping concentrations less than 1E18 cm- 3 , a complete sawtooth structure of 8
micron periodicity takes approximately six minutes. The planes revealed by the etching are
(111) In surfaces when the photoresist stripes are aligned along the [01T] direction.

Table I

Lewis Etchant

Component Assay Ratio
HBr 49% in H2O 10
H2O2 31% in H2O 1
HCl 38% in H2O 1

Temperature: held constant at -20° C

UNMASKED V- GROOVES

The requirement for photoresist stripes adds an additional step in fabrication. In order to
reduce the additional cost and process complexity for fabrication of electronic devices, it is
desirable to develop processes for texture etches to low surface reflection without this 	 j
photoresist step.

One such process, discussed by Jenkins and Landis, produces low-angle V-grooves using
a HCl etch at 17°C in room light [7]. The groove surfaces are roughly (311) crystal planes.
These low-angle V-grooves can also be used to decrease the surface reflectivity in solar cells
which include a glass cover by the effect of total internal reflection at the air/coverglass interface
[8]•

Based on the successful etching of low-angle grooves in InP without a photoresist mask,
we investigated whether the Lewis etchant could be used to produce high-angle grooves by
etching the surface without a photoresist mask.

In the current work, Lewis etch at -20°C was used to etch the surface of (100) InP samples
of various doping type and concentration. Unless specified, etching was done under ambient
room light. InP wafers used had an initially polished surface.

The surface structures formed by the etch were found to be strongly dependent on the etch
time and the dopant concentration.

Figures 1 and 2 show a scanning electron micrograph of the surface of highly doped p-type
(Zn: 2.8E18 cm- 2) InP wafers after 30 seconds, and after four minutes, of etching. In 30
seconds, ridges defined by intersections of the (I I I)In plane are beginning to emerge from the
etch. After an etch of 4 minutes, these ridges form V-grooves over much of the wafer.

Further tests were done with etch durations of 30 seconds (except where noted) to study the
initiation of the grooving process. The short etch duration has the disadvantage that the etch is
more sensitive to impurities on the surface, and is not always completely uniform across the
wafer surface. The longer etch times had much greater surface uniformity.

Figures 3 and 4 show low and high magnification views of a p-type (Zn: 1.5E18 cm- 2) InP
wafer after 30 seconds of etching. The sample is rotated 90° between the two photographs to
show views parallel and perpendicular to the [110] direction on the surface. The anisotropy of
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the etching is clearly visible; even in only 30 seconds, the surface has formed irregular, but
clearly visible, ridges running generally along the [1TO] direction.

Figure 5 and 6 show samples of slightly lower doping (Zn: 2E16 cm- 2), etched for 30
seconds and for one minute. The etch is slower at the lower doping. At thirty seconds the
surface shows irregular bumps, slightly elongated along the [110] direction. At one minute the
surface is covered with pyramids with clearly defined planar facets, with the pyramids forming
roughly in lines along the [1TO]. Figure 7 is a cleaved edge of the sample, showing a cross-
section through the peaks. The etched surfaces are (111) planes.

Figure 8 shows a sample of an order of magnitude lower doping (Zn: 2E15 cm- 2), etched
for four minutes. For this etching condition, the grooves are rounded, showing an apparently
much lower degree of anisotropy of the etch.

Maskless V-grooves form more easily on n-type InP than on p-type. Figures 9 and 10
show a n-type wafer of moderate doping (S: 4E17 cm- 2) after 30 seconds of etching, showing
clear grooves. V-grooves are not always immediately formed. A different sample of the same
doping, etched under the same nominal conditions, is shown in figure 11. On this sample
grooves have not been formed over most of the surface; however, in regions of the sample in
close proximity to photoresist patterning (not shown), the etch depth was slightly greater and
grooves formed. This indicates that groove formation would likely be completed under
slightly higher concentration, or longer etch times, for this sample as well.

Figure 12 shows a wafer of lower doping (S: 4E15 cm- 2) under the same etch conditions.
Clear grooves are beginning to form. Wafers of intermediate doping (S: 3E16 cm- 2) show
essentially identical groove formation.

Preliminary measurements of light reflection from the surface have been made, showing
reduced reflectivity from the grooved surface. This work is continuing.

CONCLUSIONS

Maskless etching was found to produce irregular ridges or V-grooves on the surface of
(100) InP wafers. The etch rate and surface texture produced were found to be strongly
dependent on the etch time and sample doping.

In all cases where etching proceeded to groove formation, the groove axes are irregular, but
generally along the [1TO] direction. Grooves on the front surface of the wafer are
perpendicular to grooves formed on the rear. The groove dimensions are extremely fine, with
groove spacing on the order of one micron. The finest groove spacing, on the order of the
wavelength of visible light, results in visible diffraction of white light.

The etching shows a clear tendency to proceed faster, and with a higher degree of
anisotropy, on material of higher doping; with n-type InP etching into grooves more easily than
p-type. Increasing the etch temperature to 0° decreases the anisotropy observed. The process
does not require photolithography or masking. Reduced reflectivity surfaces formed using this
process can be applied to solar cells, photodetectors, and other optoelectronic devices.
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Figure 3.—p-InP: Zn:1.5E18 etched .5 min.

Figure 5.—p-InP: Zn:2E16 etched .5 min.

Figure 4.—p-InP: Zn:1.5E18 etched .5 min. (rotated)

Figure 6.—p-InP: Zn:2E16 etched 1 min.
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Figure 8.—p-InP: Zn:1 E15 etched 4 min.Figure 7.—p-InP: Zn:2E16 etched 1 min.

Figure 10.—n-InP: S:4.3E17 etched .5 min.
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Figure 11.—n-InP: S:4.3E17 etched .5 min. Figure 12.—n-InP: S:4E15 etched .5 min.
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